
 
FACILITIES & GROUNDS COMMITTEE 

CONFERENCE CALL MEETING SUMMARY 
 

March 2, 2006 
 

Present: Venu Gupta, Chair  
  Larry Frevert, Board Liaison 
  Clarence Wright, Member 
  Hildo Hernandez, Member  
  George Gonzalez, Member 
  Harry Weed, Member 
  Colene Carter, Staff Liaison 
 
Absent: Michele Ohmes, Member 
 
1. Venu called the meeting to order at 3:04 pm Central. 
 
2. The February meeting summary was approved.  
 
3. Larry informed the Committee that Becky Stein is now working on certification programs.  She will give a 

presentation on Saturday at the Combined Meeting.  The joint infrastructure report card with ASCE is 
available on APWA.net. 

 
4. George has a meeting with Mark Tibbetts in DC with the Society of Municipal Arborists right before the 

Combined Meeting.  Mark is working on a joint grant application with SMA that would include a 
publication as well as a webcast and CDROM.  The publication being discussed is the same concept 
that the Committee has discussed:  a primer on urban forestry for public works managers.  The timing of 
the publication and a back up plan in case the project isn’t funded can be discussed with Connie at the 
Combined Meeting. 

 
5. The potential topics for a subcommittee mentioned during previous meetings will be compiled for 

discussion at the Combined Meeting. 
 
6. The agenda for the Combined Meeting will include a great deal of time to be spent on the business plan 

for the coming year, Congress session topics for 2007 and article topics for 2007.  Venu has plans to 
speak with Mr. Brady from IFMA this month and will report during a discussion on cooperation with other 
organizations.  The PGMS partnership will also be discussed.  There could be other programs that we 
could collaborate on in addition to certification.  Projects with the Society of Municipal Arborists will also 
be discussed.  An agenda item will be added to discuss a possible tour with PGMS for Congress.  Larry 
will invite Monica Higgins from PGMS to join the Committee for dinner on Thursday evening, once all 
members have arrived.  Each committee will give a brief report on their activities planned for the coming 
year to all of the committees on Saturday.  The reports are very informal.  This will also need to be 
worked on at the Friday meeting. 

 
7. Everyone has received confirmation for their Congress sessions except Harry.  The three guaranteed 

sessions are:  Protecting landscape in urban areas (PGMS—Hildo will contact), What makes 
championship teams (Hildo) and New development and sustainability (Venu).  George is also 
presenting a session on sidewalks and trees and Harry has a session on facilities security. 

 
8. The meeting adjourned at 3:44 pm. 


